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KILN SURVEYS

Keeping the kiln in line
Kiln misalignment can lead to a series of kiln issues ranging from cracking of the kiln shell
to increased stress on tyres and rollers. A kiln survey can help identify the misalignment
by Dr Tom Zhang, Optimus Solutions, USA, and Mike Atwell, Industrial Kiln and Dryer Group, USA

P

art of good kiln operation in the cement
plant is ensuring the kiln is properly
aligned. When properly aligned, the rotary
kiln system has an even distribution of
load across each pier and is subject to less
stress.
To determine the aligment of the kiln,
a kiln survey can be carried out. This
involves a series of laser, electronic and/
or mechanical measures taken on the kiln
to see whether misalignment exists of the
rotating shell axis, tyres, gear, support
rollers and bases. A misalignment is
often defined as a deviation larger than
±6mm (0.25in). Kiln misalignment can be
horizontal or vertical.
Furthermore, the survey can reveal if
misalignments occur at each pier location
and in relationship to the entire kiln.
An example of a misalignment can
be seen in Figure 1 where there is a
vertical misalignment at Pier 2 and Pier 4,
represented by the black lines. Assuming
the red line is the centreline of the unit,
Tyre 2 would be too high and Tyre 4 would
be too low.

Causes of misalignment

Kiln misalignment is caused by a number
of factors, including installation errors,
unintended or unmeasured roller moves,
component wear and pier foundation
settlement.

Figure 1: vertical misalignment of the kiln: Pier 2 is high while Pier 4 is low

Installation errors

The roller is installed in the wrong
location or a different size roller is not
compensated for when installed.
Different tyre size is installed but has
not been compensated for in terms of
diameter change.

Unintended or unmeasured
roller moves

Miscommunication at a plant where
moves were made but not recorded.
No dial indicators used when
adjusting the bolts.

Component wear

Tyre and roller wear over time causes
shifts in the alignment of the system.
Bearing sleeves can wear, causing the
roller to lower.

Pier foundation
settlement

Figure 2: the propagation of circumferential cracks – result
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Unstable
foundation from
installation. Some
plants have unstable
soil underneath
the concrete piers
causing high rates
of settlement over
time.
Oil leakages from
bearing sleeves

can cause oil to get into the concrete
loosening the grout which could cause
base settlement or movement.

Consequences of a
misaligned kiln

When misaligned, the consequences can
be far-reaching. The resulting uneven
distribution of the load at each pier leads
not only to increased stress of the shell
but also to an increase in load on the tyres
and rollers. These higher loads increase
roller bearing temperatures as well as
contact pressure and ultimately reduce life
between tyre and roller.
Furthermore, misalignment causes
bad engagement between the gear and
pinion increasing the risk of cracks and
spring plate damage. This damage can be
prevented through a solution which is low
cost compared to that of repair.
A misalignment typically increases
the bending stress in the kiln shell at
the misaligned piers. This increases the
risk of circumferential shell cracks. If a
circumferential crack occurs, ignoring this
condition can have a catastrophic effect,
including breaking the kiln in half (see
Figure 2).

Measurement methodologies

Several methods exist to measure kiln
alignment.
Most kiln surveys are performed with a
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theodolite. The Leica Total Stations as seen
in Figure 3 is a common theodolite used in
the industry.
In terms of methodology, there are six
major types used in kiln surveys, each with
advantages and disadvantages (see Table 1):

1. Distance measurement via
reference lines

Points are measured at three and nine
o’clock of the tyre at the tangent point

to measure horizontal misalignment.
To measure elevation, points measured

3. Shell surface measurement at
each pier

Distance measurement with an optical
laser is used to measure the shell uphill
and downhill of each pier.

at the six o’clock point under the tyre.

2. Reflectorless tyre surface
measurement
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In this method, a theodolite with
reflectorless capability is used.
The system needs to be relatively
perpendicular to each tyre to get a good
measurement.

4. Diameter of tyre and rollers
along with shaft centre location
Diameter of each tyre and rollers
are measured. Theodolite then
measures the roller shaft centres.

Table 1: advantages and disadvantages of key kiln alignment methodologies
Method
1. Distance measurement via
reference lines

2. Reflectorless tyre
surface measurement

Advantages

Disadvantages

Can be carried out when the unit is running or
stopped

Difficult to get accurate measurements on the
tangential point of the tyre surface

Relatively simple

Need at least two people

Can be performed with one person

Reflectorless measurements are
naturally less accurate forms of theodolite
measurements

Relatively easy to measure since no special
prisms are needed

Direct perpendicular is needed otherwise the
reflected optical signal is not entirely measured.
Requires measurement of both sides of tyre
Hard-to-reach vertical areas with
good accuracy
Complicated calculation
Difficult to locate the lasers

3. Shell surface measurement at
each pier

Directly measures the shell

Reflectorless plus lots of laser locations has high
probability of error
Time consuming with set-up and measurements
needs to be uphill and downhill at each pier

Roller axis is additionally measured
4. Diameter of tyre and rollers
along with shaft centre location

Roller and tyre diameters need to be
measured which is very time-consuming
Each measure adds extra error

Calculation is fairly straightforward

No reflectors
5. Marked tyre side face
Can be accomplished with one person

Measurement of roller shaft centres is often
difficult and suspect unless direct access to roller
centres is possible
Marked lines are not easy to mark, especially with
build-up on the side of the unit
Measurement of the mark is not easy and
time-consuming
Theodolite needs to visibly see the line

Very precise due to the use of prisms
Theodolite can be placed at any location as
long as the prisms are visible
6. Tyre surface measure via axle
with prisms (kiln axis survey)

Measurement technique provides good overall
visibility

Requires two people

With the advancement in equipment and
methodology the measurement systems have
evolved so the kiln axis alignment can be held
at ±0.125in to further reduce shell stress
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KILN SURVEYS

“Kiln surveys using the
best technology and
methodology available
and in line with a timely
schedule will help prevent
minor and major kiln
damage. This will support
cement producers in
achieving better longterm kiln performance.”

Figure 3: the Leica Total Stations theodolite

Calculation of each tyre centre is then
performed.

5. Marked tyre side face

In this method, a line on the side of the
tyre is marked and later measured by
the theodolite.

6. Tyre surface measure via axle
with prisms (kiln axis survey)
Points on the outer tyre surface

are measured with an axle that has
prisms attached. The theodolite
then measures the prism at each tyre
location.

Timing

Achieving improved kiln
performance

When is the right time to perform a kiln
survey? If plant personnel cannot locate a
past kiln axis alignment report to ensure
the unit is aligned, then the answer is
today.
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Survey Is ROBUST, Providing MORE Data
& Greater Repeatability.
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REAL TIME Data And Measure With Draft Report
Review Before Team Leaves Site.
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All of this advancement is process,
equipment & ACCURACY.
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If no operational issues occur, a
biennial survey is sufficient. However,
when anything outside normal operation
occurs, a kiln axis survey is required. The
advantage of a kiln axis survey is that
it can be performed while the unit is in
operation therefore no loss of production
occurs.
Other typical examples of when to
perform kiln survey are as follows:
circumferential cracks appear on the
shell around the tyre
installation: verification of “As-Is” to
“As-Designed”
component wear and/or running
damage with unknown causes.

Kiln surveys using the best technology and
methodology available and in line with a
timely schedule will help prevent minor
and major kiln damage. This will support
cement producers in achieving better longterm kiln performance.

®

QUALITY CONTROL - We shoot, move and measure
QU
to ensure your Kiln is where it is intended.

PRICE is comparable to the “outdated”
PR
HKA (Hot KILN Alignment).
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